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Dear Parents 
 

Namaskaar 

As we get ready to receive 'our' children back in school, there is a sense of subdued excitement as we know, it 

will still not be same as in past. 

With your support, forward looking vision of the school management, resilience of the faculty and students, 

enthusiasm and joy are palpable already. 

We have gone through the time table carefully and have engaged more teachers, especially for classes 4-12. 

Class 9-12 will have one section - one subject teacher for better interaction in all subjects. This was one of the 

points raised by a few parents during the Webinar. 

Teachers have been guided to keep the video mode on while teaching as far as possible. Time table has been 

reworked to include all components of school life, albeit in online mode, in the shorter duration, our Action 

Researches proved to be most effective. 

We would like to urge you to reiterate and share with your wards the importance of being a good netizen. Kindly 

emphasize to them the need to follow the code of conduct. Students must take responsibility for their learning. 

Online classes demand self-discipline in order to work off line.   While we negotiate the ‘new normal’, the 

importance of emotional stability and a regular routine becomes of paramount importance 

There are two 15 minutes slots for Optional Yoga and meditation added in morning as well as in the evening. 

Students may join anyone of these as per their daily routine. A small 20 minutes of Zero Period has been added. 

We have added Physical Fitness, Theatre, Music/ Dance along with a Class Teacher Period and Weekly Assembly 

period too, now in XI- XII too. 

Co- curricular Competitive events/activities will continue to add life in classes, however they may stretch over 

the week. Our Student Council has added an In House, Business Conclave on July 15, 2020. Another independent 

initiative of the students, that makes us feel as if, they have truly arrived. 

July Calendar has been reworked upon as per the Online mode of Education. There will be a PTM on July 25. We 

are also exploring the possibility of arranging subject teacher meetings in Classes 9-12.  

We hope to see our students soon but also understand that their safety comes first. Please do continue to connect 

with us through Cloud nine and email. 

We shall organise a series of Webinars by Medical Fraternity to know about the Pandemic and how to safeguard 

ourselves. The second parental Webinar is on Sunday, July 5 at 11 am. 

We are thankful to each parent who shared his/her suggestions for helping us move forward. 

Please do practise the following at home: 

• Wearing of proper quality mask, whenever you step out. Wearing it while talking, even over mobile. 

• Not touching the mask during the period of wearing. 

• Safe disposal of used masks. 

• Proper Hand sanitisation, by washing the hands for 20- 30 seconds. (Saving water too) 

• Eating, hydrating and sleeping well. 

You are the best role model.  We look forward to our continued collaboration in keeping our children protected, 

nurtured and happy and in raising resilient individuals who can adapt to change and emerge winners. 

Best regards 

 

Nita Arora 

Co Learner 


